ABSTRACT Most real-world information networks are heterogeneous, which contain multiple types of entities and relations between the entities. Large-scale and heterogeneity are the typical properties of heterogeneous information networks, and their community structures are often overlapping, complex, and diverse. The existing community detection algorithms without considering the above-mentioned properties may lead to low accuracy or high time complexity of community detection. In this paper, we study the multi-dimensional heterogeneous community detection problem for large-scale heterogeneous information networks with general topology structures. We define the concept of node-centric community and propose a multi-dimensional community detection algorithm referred as Hete_MESE. Specifically, we first specify one of the multiple entity types in heterogeneous information networks as community centric node type and extract the multiplex networks accordingly, and then, overlapping node-centric communities are detected based on the multiplex networks, which are considered as the seed communities to absorb the other entity types to generate the heterogeneous communities utilizing seed expansion. Taking heterogeneous academic network as an example, the effects of Hete_MESE are evaluated through extensive experiments, and the features of detected multi-dimensional academic communities are analyzed. The results demonstrate that Hete_MESE can accurately and effectively detect the meaningful overlapping and heterogeneous communities in heterogeneous information networks with general topologies from multiple dimensions. Moreover, Hete_MESE has linear time complexity, so it can be applied to large-scale heterogeneous information networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Community is generally described as the closely related node set in information networks. The nodes in the same community are closely connected while the node relations between different communities are sparser [1] . Detecting the community structures of information networks is important for analyzing the features of individuals and groups, or analyzing network evolution trends, etc.
Homogeneous information networks only contain one entity type and one relation type between the entities. However, real-world information networks are often heterogeneous which contain multiple entity and relation types.
For example, an academic network may include the entities such as authors, papers, journals/conferences, keywords, etc., and the relations such as writing relations between authors and papers, publication relations between papers and journals/conferences, etc. Large-scale and heterogeneity are the typical properties of heterogeneous information networks, which may lead to the complexity and diversity of community detection. Therefore, the existing community detection algorithms based on homogeneous information networks [2] - [4] could not be applied to heterogeneous information networks because they do not consider heterogeneous topology information and semantics of the entities.
Researchers proposed some community detection algorithms for heterogeneous information networks with specific topological structures, such as multiplex networks and K-partite graph networks. The community detection algorithms for multiplex networks include the methods based on layer aggregation [5] - [8] , collection aggregation [9] , [10] and tensor decomposition [5] , etc. These algorithms can cope with the large-scale property of heterogeneous information networks by introducing multiplex networks, but they only can detect homogeneous community structures containing one entity type, while cannot be applied to heterogeneous information networks with general topologies which is referred as network nodes may be connected according to arbitrary schema. Although some algorithms [11] , [12] can detect community structures in K-partite graph networks or heterogeneous information networks with general topologies by improving NG modularity [1] , they can only detect communities with similar connection patterns [13] . Guesmi et al. [14] detected communities on heterogeneous networks based on relational concept analysis, but it is only for multi-relational bibliographic networks and cannot scale well to heterogeneous information networks with general topologies. In addition, some researchers proposed community detection algorithms based on probability models [15] and matrix factorization methods [16] , [17] which can cope with the heterogeneity property and can detect sub-network communities of heterogeneous information networks. However due to requirement of prior knowledge and with high space and time complexity, those algorithms cannot cope with the large-scale property of real-world networks.
In this paper, we study multi-dimensional heterogeneous community detection problem of large-scale heterogeneous information networks with general topology structures. Considering the properties of large-scale and heterogeneity of heterogeneous information networks, as well as the high complexity of existing community detection algorithms for heterogeneous information networks and their limitations of applicable network topologies, we propose a multiplex network extraction and seed expansion based multi-dimensional community detection algorithm, called Hete_MESE, which can specify different entity type as community centric node type according to different user requirements, thus obtaining multi-dimensional heterogeneous community divisions for heterogeneous information networks with general topology morphology.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) We analyze the differences between the community patterns discovered by existing community detection algorithms for heterogeneous information networks and define the concept of node-centric community.
(2) We propose a novel community detection algorithm, Hete_MESE, which can accurately and effectively detect heterogeneous overlapping communities from multiple dimensions with low time complexity, and can be applicable to large-scale heterogeneous information networks with general topology morphology.
(3) Taking heterogeneous academic network as an example, we present the paper-centric heterogeneous communities and the author-centric heterogeneous communities detected utilizing Hete_MESE, and then we analyze and compare the features of different dimensional communities.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 presents the concept of node-centric community and the community detection problem in heterogeneous information networks. Section 4 introduces the details of Hete_MESE algorithm, including extracting multiplex network, detecting nodecentric seed communities, and expanding seed communities. Section 5 reports our experimental results and analyzes the features of the heterogeneous communities from multiple aspects. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and gives the future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Information network [6] is described as a directed graph G = (V [1] ∪ V [2] ∪ . . . ∪ V [q] , E [1] ∪ E [2] ∪ . . . ∪ E [s] , W [1] ∪ W [2] ∪. . .∪W [s] ), which contains q entity types and s relation types. Here, V [x] is the set of the x th entity type, E [y] is the set of the y th relation type and W [y] is the weight set of the y th relation type. When q = 1 and s = 1, information network is homogeneous, such as a citation network which only contains paper entities [18] . When q > 1 or s > 1, information network is heterogeneous, such as a bipartite graph network contains two entity types and one relation type between the entities [19] , or a multiplex network contains one entity type and multiple relation types between the entities [20] , or a literature information network containing four entity types, including literature, journals/conferences, authors, terms, and multiple relation types [21] .
Researchers proposed many community detection algorithms for homogeneous information networks, such as spectral methods [2] and label propagation algorithms [4] . However, these algorithms do not consider network heterogeneity, and the detected communities only reflect the edge density rather than the semantic relations between multiple entity and relation types in heterogeneous information networks, so they cannot be applied to the community detection in heterogeneous information networks.
To effectively detect the community structures in heterogeneous information networks, many community detection algorithms were proposed, including the methods based on multiplex networks, modularity optimization, probability models and matrix factorization, etc.
Multiplex networks are one kind of special heterogeneous information networks which contain one entity type and multiple relation types. Multiplex network-based community detection algorithms believe that, both of direct and indirect relations between entities should be considered when conducting community detection. These algorithms include the methods based on layer aggregation, ensemble clustering, tensor decomposition, and the methods extended from existing algorithms.
The methods based on layer aggregation first integrate the edges of each layer containing different information through some specified functions, then construct the final network by projecting the integrated results, and finally conduct community detection on the constructed network. Loe and Jensen [5] integrated edge information by calculating the average edge weights of all node pairs in each layer and the ratio of common cross-layer neighbors of each node pair to their respective neighbors, then regarded the integrated network as a weighted graph and used edgebreaking method to continuously remove the ''bridge'' edges from the graph until the required community number is achieved. Hmimida and Kanawati [6] described multiplex networks by redefining the concept of nodes and the concept of shortest paths between nodes and their neighbors, then the idea of seed expansion was used to conduct community detection. Suthers et al. [7] introduced some methods to calculate the edge weights of the final network when performing layer aggregation, including frequency method, binary edge weight based method, and linear combination method. Zhu and Li [8] not only considered the edge information of each layer but also integrated the layer importance to construct the final network. One main problem of layer aggregation based methods is how to determine layer aggregation functions. If layer aggregation function is not selected properly, the heterogeneous network information may be lost. Another problem is that when layer aggregation is performed, different information contained in each layer of multiplex network cannot be well distinguished.
The methods based on ensemble clustering first detect communities at each layer of multiplex network, and then the collections representing the communities of each layer are clustered to obtain the community structures of multiplex network. Hmimida and Kanawati [6] constructed an author multiplex network for heterogeneous academic resources containing authors, papers, and venues. In the multiplex network, author are the only entity type, and each layer of the network represents the co-author relations, co-citation relations, and common journals/conferences relations between the authors respectively. Berlingerio et al. [9] used the communities detected at all layers of multiplex network to construct a consensus graph, and then the graph-based community detection algorithm is used to detect communities in consensus graph. Here, the nodes in consensus graph are those in multiplex network, and the edge weight between the nodes in consensus graph is the times that two nodes in all layers of multiplex network are partitioned into the same communities, Loe and Jensen [5] measured the similarity of two nodes using the mean times that the two nodes are partitioned into the same communities in all layers of multiplex network, and then the nodes are clustered using k-means algorithm. Considering that there may be information redundancy between different layers of a multiplex network, Wang and Liu [10] proposed the Neighaggre algorithm to merge the similar layers of a multiplex network first, and then to detect communities in each layer of the merged multiplex network.
Loe and Jensen [5] described multiplex networks using tensors, and then detected communities through tensor decomposition. However, this method involves a large number of matrix operations, the computational cost is too high to be applied to large-scale networks.
Amelio and Pizzuti [22] detected communities in multiplex networks by extending existing community detection algorithm. They first sorted the different layers of multiplex network, then detected the communities sequentially utilizing existing community detection algorithm at each layer. In each community detection, the obtained partial modularity should be guaranteed to be optimal and closely related to that of the communities detected in the previous layer, then the communities detected at the last layer is the final community results of multiplex network. This method is simple, but the layer-sorting algorithm may affect the final results to a great extent, and it needs some experience to determine the optimal ordering of the multiple layers in multiplex network.
Some researchers extended NG modularity [1] to heterogeneous information networks. Guimerà et al. [23] proposed a bipartite graph modularity and used the simulated annealing algorithm to optimize modularity to detect the community structures of bipartite graphs. Murate and Ikeya [11] defined K-graph modularity, in case that K-graph is a homogeneous information network, K-graph modularity will be degenerated into the NG modularity. However, this modularity optimization algorithm can only detect the community structures of K-graph rather than heterogeneous information networks with general topology. Liu et al. [12] treated heterogeneous information networks as multi-layer networks consisting of a set of intra-layer homogeneous networks and inter-layer K-partite graphs, and use K-graph to describe the hyperedges in the network. Meanwhile, Liu et al. [12] proposed the concept of group modularity and defined it as the linear combination of NG modularity and K-graph modularity. By optimizing group modularity, they proposed a Louvain-C algorithm suitable for heterogeneous information networks with general topology to detect the communities with similar connection patterns [13] .
Community detection algorithms based on probability models for heterogeneous information networks include NetClus [21] , RankClus [24] , RankClass [25] and OcdRank [15] . These algorithms combine the ranking problem and community detection problem based on the idea that ranking and community detection reinforce each other. RankClus and NetClus detect communities by iteratively ''calculating the rank distribution of nodes according to current community divisions'' and ''calculating the posterior probability of the community to which the node belongs and adjusting the community divisions of the nodes according to current rank distribution'' until convergence. OcdRank improves RankClus by distinguishing different types of nodes when calculating the rank distribution of the nodes in current community.
However, RankClus and OcdRand are only applicable to binary heterogeneous networks, while NetClus is only applicable to heterogeneous star networks that contain multiple entity types. RankClass improves NetClus and can be applied to heterogeneous information networks with general topology. However, the above algorithms based on probability models all suffer from high time and space complexity and are not applicable to large-scale networks. Besides, the algorithms are based on prior knowledge, and the community quality depends on the pre-estimated community number K , which is difficult for large-scale networks.
Matrix factorization based community detection algorithms also have been proposed for heterogeneous information networks. Comar et al. [26] proposed a non-negative matrix factorization based community detection algorithm, which uses an adjacency matrix to represent heterogeneous information networks and detects community structures by decomposing the adjacency matrix into a latent factor product. However, the algorithm can only be applied to heterogeneous information networks containing two entity types and three relation types. Lin et al. [27] represented heterogeneous information networks using a hyper graph model and used matrix factorization method to detect community structures. Sengupta and Chen [16] proposed Het-SC and Het-RSC algorithms for heterogeneous information networks by extending the matrix factorization based community detection algorithms Hom-SC and Hom-RSC for homogeneous information networks. Li et al. [17] proposed a framework based on regularization and non-negative matrix factorization (RJNMF), which comprehensively considers link information and node content information when constructing the matrix of heterogeneous information networks, and introduces regulation function to reduce the influence of noise data on community detection. Matrix decomposition based algorithms can effectively identify the heterogeneity of heterogeneous information networks, but they also suffer from space and time complexity and need prior knowledge, which is difficult to meet the requirements of large-scale networks.
Seed-centric community detection algorithms have the advantages of stability and high efficiency which consider that communities have some kind of ''central nodes'' and can be formed by expanding the central nodes to absorb other nodes. Liu et al. [28] proposed the DenSeC algorithm, which identifies the central nodes based on node density, then expands the central nodes from the tightly connected area to the sparsely connected area, and continuously absorbs new nodes to generate the final community divisions. Lim and Datta [29] artificially selected some nodes as seeds, and then continuously tried to add their n-hop neighbors to the communities where they belong until all nodes are partitioned into certain communities. Here whether the neighbors are accepted is determined by a measure such as modularity. Wang et al. [30] proposed a community detection algorithm applied to weighted networks, which considers the information contained in the edge weights of the networks both during the seed selection phase and the seed diffusion phase. Whang et al. [31] selected seeds from two aspects of distance and degree by using ''Graclus centers'' and ''Spread hubs'', and the two methods were used to achieve community diffusion based on the personalized PageRank. However, all the above seed-based community detection algorithms only absorb the same type of other nodes, and cannot handle the multiple node types in heterogeneous networks.
Our proposed Hete_MESE is an ensemble clustering based algorithm, whereas which overcomes the problem that other methods require prior knowledge and cannot fully utilize the heterogeneous information contained in each layer of multiplex network. Meanwhile, Hete_MESE regards the detected single type of entity communities from multiplex network as seed communities to absorb the other entity types through the diffusion of seed communities, which makes it possible to detect the community structures of heterogeneous information networks with general topology. Specifically, Hete_MESE use our previously proposed LPANNI [32] , which is for homogeneous community detection with low time and space complexity, to detect the community structures for each layer of multiplex networks. Therefore, Hete_MESE has near-linear time complexity and can be applied to large-scale heterogeneous information networks.
III. PROBLEM FORMALIZATION
Comparing the related community detection algorithms for heterogeneous information networks, we can see that the community patterns detected by different algorithms are quite different. The communities detected by multiplex network based algorithms only contain one entity type. The algorithms based on K-graph modularity, probability models, or matrix factorization partition the networks into K subnets, each of which contains all entity types. The algorithm based on combined modularity can only detect communities with similar connection patterns, that is, the nodes in the same community have similar connection patterns, including the connections within the same community or between different communities.
The subnet based and the similar connection patterns based community detection algorithms are applicable to heterogeneous information networks with general topology. The subnet based algorithms partition each entity type into the same number of communities. Taking the two entity types of authors and papers as an example, the subnet based algorithms partition the author set and the paper set into K communities respectively. For the similar connection patterns based algorithms, the community numbers for different entity types are different. For example, the authors are partitioned into k 1 communities, but the papers may be partitioned into k 2 communities. Therefore, compared with the subnet based algorithms, the similar connection patterns based algorithms are more consistent with the reality. However, each similar connection pattern based community only contains one entity type [12] .
We think that heterogeneous communities in heterogeneous information networks are more consistent with the reality. That is, the communities in heterogeneous information networks should contain multiple entity and relation types. The difference between heterogeneous communities and subnet communities is that, when specifying different entity types as community centers, the obtained community numbers are generally different. Taking heterogeneous academic network as an example, if we focus on analyzing the author features, the author entity may be specified as the central nodes to detect communities; if we focus on analyzing the paper features, the paper entity may be specified as the central nodes of the communities. The former communities contain k 1 author groups which are closely related to each other, the papers written by those authors, and the journals/conferences those authors contributed, while the research fields of each community may be scattered. Whereas the latter communities include k 2 paper groups highly related in content, main authors in the field, and the journals/conferences those papers were published, while the research domain of each community may be relatively single.
Therefore, we propose the concept of node-centric community to describe a new community pattern in heterogeneous information networks.
Definition 1 (Node-Centric Community): Node-centric community is a heterogeneous community, which contains all entity and relation types in the original heterogeneous information network. Specifically, one entity type in the original heterogeneous network is first selected as the central nodes of the communities to be detected in the heterogeneous information network, then the other entity types are accordingly partitioned into the communities through the strategy proposed in Hete_MESE algorithm.
For node-centric community, if one entity type is specified as the central nodes, the entity type of the central nodes may be partitioned into k 1 communities, and the other entity types in heterogeneous network are accordingly partitioned into all or part of the k 1 communities. However, if another entity type is selected as the central nodes, the heterogeneous information network may be partitioned into k 2 communities, and the other entity types may be accordingly partitioned into all or part of the k 2 communities.
Therefore, we formally depict the community detection issue in heterogeneous information networks as follows.
Definition 2 (Heterogeneous Community Detection): Given heterogeneous information network G = (V [1] ∪V [2] ∪ . . . ∪ V [q] , E [1] ∪ E [2] ∪ . . . ∪ E [s] , W [1] ∪ W [2] . . . ∪ W [s] ), which includes q node types and s edge types. V [x] represents the set of the x th node type, E [y] represents the set of the y th edge type, W [y] represents the edge weight set of the y th edge type. For the different types of central nodes specified by user V [r] (1 ≤ r ≤ q), one community structure C [r] = {C
2 , . . . , C [r] h } should be detected, which partitions network G into a set of overlapping communities using V [r] as the central nodes. Here, C [r] i is heterogeneous which contains all entity and relationship types.
IV. HETE_MESE ALGORITHM
Based on the description of heterogeneous community morphology and community detection problems in Section 3, we propose a multiplex extraction and seed expansion based multi-dimensional community detection algorithm, Hete_MESE. By designating different entity types as the central nodes of the communities to be detected, Hete_MESE can detect the overlapping communities in heterogeneous information networks from multiple dimensions and effectively identify the heterogeneity of the entity and relations in heterogeneous information networks with low time and space complexity. It means that Hete_MESE can meet the requirements of various community detections in large-scale heterogeneous information networks with general topology.
A. THE FRAMEWORK OF HETE_MESE
The framework of Hete_MESE is as follows:
1) Assigning the central nodes: according to user requirements, one of the entity types from heterogeneous networks is specified as the central nodes V [r] of the heterogeneous community.
2) Constructing multiplex network and detecting its communities: we construct a multiplex network G
β } of the central nodes V [r] , then run an overlapping community detection algorithm for homogeneous networks on each layer of the multiplex network to detect the heterogeneous overlapping communities LP [r] = {LP
h } of all the layers. Here, LP
xx k } is the community divisions of the x th layer in the multiplex network, and x k indicates the number of the communities detected in the x th layer.
3) Building consensus graph and detecting seed communities: we construct a consensus graph based on the heterogeneous overlapping communities LP [r] and detect the seed community CP [r] = {CP
h } of the central nodes V [r] on the consensus graph. Here, CP [r] i denotes the i th seed community of the central nodes V [r] , h denotes the number of the seed communities.
4) Expanding the seed communities: we expand the seed communities CP [r] to absorb other node types in heterogeneous information networks, then the final community divisions are obtained, which is the node-centric community C [r] = {C
denotes the i th community of heterogeneous information network whose central nodes is V [r] , h denotes the number of the detected communities.
B. CONSTRUCTING MULTIPLEX NETWORK BASED ON META-PATH
Based on the specified central nodes V [r] , we can select the meaningful meta-paths P [r] = {P
[r]
β } whose length is less than α, and extract multiplex network G
β }. The nodes in each layer of the multiplex network is a subset of the central nodes V [r] , and each layer contains one meta-path type, which denotes the VOLUME 6, 2018 different relations between different types of node pairs. G [r] k denotes the k th layer network extracted according to the k th meta-path in the multiplex network, and the relation weight between node pair i and j in G [r] k is:
Where, p denotes an instance of the k th meta-path between nodes i and j. w p denotes the degree of meta-path p, which is measured by averaging all the edge weights on meta-path p:
Since each meta-path type between nodes i and j may contain multiple meta-path instances, the relation weight between nodes i and j is the sum of all the weights of the metapath instances. In this way, in the k th layer network, the more the meta-path instances between one node pair, the greater the weight between the node pair, which means that their relation is closer. 
C. DETECTING SEED COMMUNITIES BASED ON CONSENSUS GRAPH
After extracting the multiplex network G [r] mul based on the specified central nodes V [r] , we can detect the communities of G [r] mul based on the concepts of consensus clustering and aggregation [6] , and thus constructing the seed communities.
In this paper, the idea of consensus clustering, which can improve the accuracy and stability of heuristic community detection algorithms, is introduced to detect communities in multiplex network G [r] mul . That is, the homogeneous community detection algorithm is respectively utilized to detect community divisions LP [r] k for each layer of G [r] mul . Then based on the multiple groups of community divisions, we further introduce the concept of aggregation to construct consensus graph CG [r] . Considering the weights of the node pairs at each layer of the multiplex network and the community divisions, the weight between node pair (i, j) in CG [r] is defined as:
Where, β is the number of layers of multiplex networks, w
is the weight between nodes i and j in the k th layer, α
denotes whether nodes i and j are in the same community, if they are then α
Finally, the homogenous community detection algorithm is run again on the consensus graph to obtain the final community divisions CP [r] of multiplex network G [r] mul , which is the seed communities of the central nodes V [r] . Fig. 3 depicts the community detection process in the sample multiplex network in Fig. 2 . The homogeneous communities detected on each layer are shown in Fig. 3(a) , where different colors denote different communities. The consensus graph is shown in Fig. 3(b) , and finally, the consensus graph is partitioned into two seed communities C1 and C2 as shown in Fig. 3(c) .
Considering the time and space complexity for detecting communities in large-scale complex networks, our proposed label propagation algorithm LPANNI [32] is adopted to detect the homogeneous overlapping communities on each layer of multiplex networks. 
D. DETECTING NODE-CENTRIC COMMUNITY BASED ON SEED EXPANSION
After detecting the seed communities CP [r] of central nodes V [r] , we adopt the idea of seed expansion to absorb the other node types in network G into the corresponding seed communities according to the similarities between the nodes and the seed communities. The similarity between node j and seed community c is measured as:
Where, Ng(j) denotes the neighbor nodes of node j in community c, wij denotes the edge weight between nodes i and j. If there are multiple seed communities with the highest similarities, node j is considered as an overlapping node and will be absorbed into all the most similar seed communities. If all the nodes in the seed community are not adjacent to node j, node j is skipped and is added to the end of a waiting queue of the nodes to be detected later. If all the nodes in network G are detected and no more nodes in the waiting queue can be absorbed to corresponding seed communities, the expansion process ends, and the heterogeneous information networks are partitioned into a group of heterogeneous communities with the central nodes V [r] , that is, the nodecentric communities C [r] are detected. It is noting that, in our scheme the isolated nodes in initial network G will never be absorbed into any communities because they are not connected with any nodes. Therefore, in order to shorten the time of seed expansion, the isolated nodes should be deleted from the initial network G. Fig. 4 depicts the expansion process and results of the seed communities centered on entity type A. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , for each node j of entity types B, C and D, if sim(C1, j) > sim(C2, j), node j will be absorbed into community C1, if sim(C1, j) < sim(C2, j), node j will be absorbed into community C2, if sim(C1, j) = sim(C2, j), j will be absorbed into both of C1 and C2 communities as an overlapping node. If the similarities between one node and the two communities are 0, the node is placed at the end of a queue of the nodes waiting for partition. For example, because node 1 of the entity type B has no edge with the nodes in the two communities, it is placed at the end of the queue. When the nodes of entity type B, C and D are absorbed to a certain extent, such as the intermediated state as shown in Fig. 4(b) , since B-type nodes 2, 3 are all absorbed into community C1, then the similarity between B-type node 1 and community C1 can be measured through the relations between node 1 and nodes 2 and 3, and node 1 can be absorbed into community C1. When all the non-central nodes are absorbed, as shown in Fig. 4(c) , the seed expansion process ends and two communities C1 and C2 containing two overlapping nodes are detected.
The details of Hete_MESE is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Hete_MESC
Input: G = (V [1] ∪
= {C 
k ← detecting communities based on homogenous information network community detection algorithm, LPANNI [32] ; 9: end for 10: CG [r] ← constructing the consensus graph according to (3); 11: CP [r] = {CP
h }; / * detecting the communities of the consensus graph CG [r] as the communities of multiplex G [r] mul , called seedcentric community * / / * diffuse seed-centric community * / 12: for every node v ∈ {V [1] ∪
i (1 ≤ i ≤ h) based on the biggest similarity; 14: until all nodes are partitioned to at least one community; 14: end for 15:
h } ← get communities of G;
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. DATASET AND NETWORK CONSTRUCTION
Using the paper information and author information from the computer field during 2000 to 2016, which has been crawled from Microsoft's academic (https://academic.microsoft. com/), we construct a heterogeneous academic network with the schema shown in Fig. 5 . Among them, the author information includes author names and domain words, while the paper information includes topics, abstracts, keywords, and the publication times of papers. Fig. 5 is a heterogeneous information network with general topology, containing four entity types: P (paper), A (author), K (keyword), V (journal/conference), and 4 relation types: citation relations between papers, writing relations between authors and papers, containing relations between papers and keywords, and publishing relations between papers and journals/conferences, among which the citation relations are directional, and the others are no directional. Table 1 shows the numbers of nodes and edges of our constructed heterogeneous academic network. Here the numbers of keywords K and journals/conferences V are obtained by eliminating the data that are frequently used or seldom used. Because the frequently used data are not distinguishable, and the rarely used data means that they are not universal, thus constructing a network using those data may result in inaccurate information and affecting the accuracy of the final community detection. In order to compare the influence of different edge weights on community detection, we constructed two heterogeneous academic networks: the unweighted network UWHeteAca which set all edge weights to 1, and the weighted network WHeteAca which measures the edge weights as follows:
1) Edge P-P (directional): obtaining the LDA vector of each paper by training the title, abstract, and keywords of the paper using LDA model, then the weight of edge P-P can be measured utilizing the cosine similarity between the LDA vectors of the two papers.
2) Edge P-A (nondirectional): considering the difference of author order for each paper, the author contribution to paper p is considered as the weight of edge P-A which is measured as:
Where, K is the author order in paper p, q = 0.8, so the sum of all the authors' contributions for paper p is 1.
3) Edge P-V (nondirectional): considering one paper can only be published in one journal/conference, the edge weight is set to 1.
4) Edge P-K (nondirectional): the weight of edge P-K is 1 kw.
Here kw is the number of the keywords in the paper.
In unweighted network UWHeteAca, the semantic information of the papers is reflected by P-K edges. In weighted network WHeteAca, not only P-K edges are used to reflect the semantic information of papers, but also P-P edges are used to describe the relevance between papers.
B. EVALUATION METRICS
We evaluate the performance of Hete_MESE by following metrics.
(1) Overlapping modularity Q [33] :
Where, m is the number of the edges in the network, k v is the degree of node v, O v is the number of communities which contain node v, A is the adjacent matrix of the network. The value of Q is in the range [0,1] and the closer the Q value is to 1, the more obvious the community structures are.
(2) Surprise S [34] : Unlike modularity Q, S is hardly affected by resolution, which evaluates the distribution of the links between communities by accumulating hyper geometric distributions.
Where, F denotes the maximum number of edges in the network. If the number of network nodes is k, then F = (k 2 − k)/2; n denotes the actual number of edges in the network; M denotes the sum of the maximum number of edges in all communities; p represents the sum of the actual number of edges in all communities. The value of S is in the range [0,1], and the closer the S value is to 1, the better the effect of community detection.
(3) Keywords relevance within community CIntra_KeyRel: If two papers within a community contain the same keywords, the two papers are considered to be relevant, otherwise they are not relevant. In this paper, the effects of community detection algorithm is evaluated by the average keyword relevance among the papers within the same community of all communities.
Where, |C| is the number of heterogeneous communities, |p c | is the number of papers in community c, and N _c relationOfP is the times that the papers in community c contain the same keywords.
(4) Keywords relevance between communities CInter_KeyRel: If two papers belonging to two different communities contain the same keywords, the two papers are considered to be relevant, otherwise they are not relevant. The keyword relevance between any two communities is measured by the average keyword relevance of all the papers between the two communities. In this paper, the effects of community detection algorithm is evaluated by the average keywords relevance between all community pairs. The content relevance of the papers within the community is measured by the cosine similarity of the LDA vectors among all the papers within a community. In this paper, the effects of the community detection algorithm is also evaluated by the average content relevance among all community papers.
cosine(x, y) = x * y ||x|| * ||y||
Where, p i c denotes the i th paper in community c, and lda i denotes the LDA vector of paper p i c . (6) Topic similarity between communities CInter_LDASim: The content relevance between two papers in two different communities is measured utilizing the cosine similarity of LDA vectors between all the papers contained in the two communities. The topic similarity between two communities is measured by the average similarity of paper topics between all the papers in the two communities. In this paper, the effect of community discovery algorithm is evaluated by the average relevance of paper content between all the communities.
Where, p i A denotes the i th paper in community A , and lda i A denotes the LDA vector of the paper.
Author relevance within community CIntra_AuthRel: If two authors in a community contain the same domain words, the two authors are considered to be relevant, otherwise they are not relevant. The effects of community discovery algorithm is evaluated by the average author relevance of VOLUME 6, 2018 all communities.
Where, |a c | denotes the number of authors in community c, N _c relationOfA denotes the times the authors in community c contained the same domain words. (8) Author relevance among communities CInter_AuthRel: If the two authors belonging to two communities contain the same domain words, then the two authors are considered to be relevant, otherwise they are not relevant. The author relevance between two communities is measured by the average author relevance between all authors of the two communities. The effects of community detection algorithm is also evaluated by the average author relevance between all communities.
Where, a i A denotes the i th author in community A , and asim(a i A , a j B ) = 1 denotes the two authors contain the same domain words, and vice versa.
C. EXPERIMENTAL SCHEMES
To evaluate the performance of Hete_MESE, we respectively specify paper entity and author entity as the central nodes to detect community structures for the heterogeneous academic network in Fig. 5 . In case of paper central nodes, the following meta-paths are selected to construct paper multiplex network: P → P (citation relations), P → P ← P (co-citation), P ← P → P (citations), P − A − P (with same author), P − K − P (with same keyword), P − V − P (with same journal/conference). In case of author central nodes, the following meta-paths are selected to construct author multiplex network:
authors with same keywords).
Three comparison schemes are selected: 1) Homo_ LPANNI, which ignores the node heterogeneity and relation heterogeneity of heterogeneous academic networks and treats heterogeneous academic networks as homogeneous networks, then detects homogeneous communities utilizing LPANNI [32] ; 2) Hete_LPA, which detects the communities for each layer of the multiplex network utilizing LPA [35] ; 3) ABACUS [9] , which detects communities for each layer of the multiplex network utilizing LPA, and uses a closed frequent pattern mining algorithm to detect seed communities. It is worth noting that, for Hete_LPA and ABACUS, the subsequent process for building consensus graph, detecting seed communities, and seed expansion are the same as Hete_MESE. The eight metrics defined in Section 5.2 are adopted to evaluate the performance of Hete_MESE and the three comparison schemes, Homo_LPANNI, Hete_LPA, and ABACUS.
We conduct the above four schemes on the heterogeneous academic networks UWHeteAca and WHeteAca respectively, and then analyze the features of intra-community and inter-communities with different types of central nodes. In addition, we give the time cost of Hete_MESE and extract several detected communities to analyze their internal structures and characteristics.
D. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 1) EFFECTS OF HETEROGENEOUS COMMUNITY DETECTION
Figs 6 and 7 respectively show the Modularity (Q) and Surprise (S) of the communities detected utilizing Hete_MESE and Hete_LPA for the heterogeneous academic networks. Here, Hete_MESE(P) and Hete_MESE(A) are the results of Hete_MESE which specify paper entity and author entity as the community central nodes respectively. Hete_LPA(P) and Hete_LPA (A) are the results of Hete_LPA which respectively specify paper entity and author entity as the community central nodes. ABACUS(P) and ABACUS(A) are the results of ABACUS which respectively specify paper entity and author entity as the community central nodes. Considering that Homo_LPANNI does not involve the community detection of heterogeneous networks, its results are not discussed here. From Figs 6 and 7 we can see that, no matter which of the paper entity or author entity is specified as the central nodes, the Q and S of Hete_MESE is higher than those of Hete_LPA and ABACUS, which indicates that the community structures detected utilizing Hete_MESE is more reasonable and can identify the smaller communities. Furthermore, the effects of the paper-centric community divisions are much better, which shows that the paper-centric communities detected utilizing Hete_MESE has closer internal associations. The reason is that the heterogeneous academic network constructed in this paper is centered on the paper entity. Therefore, during the seed expansion stage, the seed communities obtained by taking the paper entity as the central nodes can absorb a group of nodes with stronger topological connections. It can also be seen that, the Q and S of the three schemes on both of UWHeteAca and WHeteAca networks have little difference, which indicates the topological attributes have less influence on community detection.
2) ENTITY RELEVANCE BETWEEN HETEROGENEOUS COMMUNITIES
Figs 8 to 11 show the keyword relevance and topical similarity of the papers within and between the communities detected utilizing Hete_MESE and the comparison schemes. Here, Hete_MESE(P) and Hete_MESE(A) are the results of the paper-centric and author-centric communities detected utilizing Hete_MESE respectively, Hete_LPA(P) and Hete_LPA(A) are the results of the paper-centric and author-centric communities detected utilizing Hete_LPA, while ABACUS(P) and ABACUS(A) are the results of ABA-CUS which respectively specify paper entity and author entity as the community central nodes. Comparing the results in Figs 8 to 11 , it can be seen that, in general, Hete_MESE achieves the highest keyword relevance and topical relevance between intra-community papers and between intra-community authors, while it achieves the lowest keyword relevance between inter-community papers, which means that Hete_MESE achieves better community detection effects. Specifically, the results of the weighted network WHeteAca is better, which indicates that constructing heterogeneous academic networks by considering the semantic information of papers and reasonably measuring the relation weights between network nodes can effectively improve community detection effects. At the same time, the effects of Hete_MESE and Homo_LPANNI are significantly superior to Hete_LPA and ABACUS. This is because when detecting communities based on multiplex networks, LPA tends to merge the small communities and leads to the emergence of very large communities, thus affecting the final detection effects. Whereas, although Homo_LPANNI performs well in intra-community keywords relevance and topical similarity within communities, it obtains much higher inter-community keywords relevance and topical similarity than Hete_MESE, Hete_LPA, which indicates that the detected communities utilizing Homo_LPANNI have no discrimination in terms of paper information. That is, the papers within the same community are very similar, but the papers in different communities are also very similar. Therefore, Homo_LPANNI cannot meet the general expectations that the similarities within communities should be higher and those between different communities should be lower. Although ABACUS performs well in inter-community keywords relevance, its intra-community keywords relevance is also low, which means the papers neither within the same community nor in different communities are similar. That is, the communities detected utilizing ABACUS also have no discrimination in terms of paper content.
Comparing the keywords relevance and the topical similarity between the paper-centric communities and the authorcentric communities in Figs 8 to 11 , it can be seen that, the keywords relevance within the paper-centric communities is significantly higher than that within the author-centric communities, while the keywords relevance between the paper-centric communities is also significantly lower than the keywords relevance within the author-centric communities. The results show that, the similarities between the papers within paper-centric communities are higher and the VOLUME 6, 2018 similarities between the papers among different paper-centric communities are lower, whereas the similarities between the papers within author-centric communities are lower and the similarity difference between the papers among different author-centric communities are also not obvious. Therefore, Hete_MESE can detect different communities for different requirements.
In addition, similar to the results of Q and S, we find that the community detection effects for paper-centric communities are better than those for author-centric communities, which indicates that Hete_MESE is sensitive for different types of central nodes. Depending on network morphology, the heterogeneous communities detected based on different types of central nodes are different. Since the constructed heterogeneous academic network in our experiment is centered on paper nodes, so the paper-centric communities not only has clear topology structures, but also has higher content relevance between the intra-community nodes.
Figs 12 and 13 depict the author relevance of intracommunity and inter-communities detected utilizing the above algorithms. Comparing the results of Fig.12 with Fig. 8 , we can see that, for author-centric communities, the author relevance of intra-community is significantly higher than the paper keyword relevance of intra-community. This is because in our experimental dataset the number of author domain words is obviously less than the number of paper keywords, and the number of the authors with the same domain words is obviously more than the number of the papers with the same keywords. In addition, compared the results of weighted network WHeteAca with those of unweight network UWHeteAca, it can be found that, the author relevance of both intra-community and intracommunity on the weighted network are overall slightly higher than that on the unweight networks. Comparing the author relevance between the paper-centric communities with that between the author-centric communities, it can be found that, the author relevance of intracommunity centered on author nodes is slightly higher than that centered on paper nodes, whereas the inter-community author relevance of the author-centric communities is slightly lower than that of the paper-centric communities. However, because the domain words are coarser in granularity, the difference between the author relevance in the two cases is not as large as that of the keywords relevance. Despite this, it can be seen from the experimental results, specifying author entity as central nodes is more conducive to the requirements of detecting author communities.
Comparing the results of Hete_MESE with those of Hete_LPA, Homo_LPANNI, and ABACUS, we can see that, Homo_LPANNI can better detect author nodes communities and ensure that the authors belonging to one community are more similar and the authors belonging to different communities are less similar. However, Homo_LPANNI is impossible to detect the paper nodes effectively, ABACUS cannot detect paper nodes effectively, Hete_LPA is not as effective as Hete_MESE in all aspects. So in general, Hete_MESE can guarantee better community divisions for both of author nodes and paper nodes. Table 2 shows the node overlapping rate of the papercentric and author-centric communities detected utilizing Hete_MESE, which proves that Hete_MESE can detect overlapping community structures. 3) TIME COMPLEXITY Fig. 14 shows the time cost of Hete_MESE with the increase of network nodes. Obviously, the time complexity of Hete_MESE is close to linear complexity, and the time spent on community detection in the heterogeneous academic network with 250,000 nodes does not exceed 1,000 seconds. Therefore, Hete_MESE has lower time complexity and can be applied to large-scale heterogeneous information networks. 
E. ANALYSIS OF COMMUNITY FEATURES
The intra-community features reflect the node relevance within one community, while the inter-community features reflect the relevance of different communities. In this section, we mainly analyze the both types of features of paper-centric communities and author-centric communities, the differences between the two cases are also analyzed.
1) DEFINITIONS OF COMMUNITY FEATURES
We describe community features from the following aspects.
(1) Distribution of author domain words in communities This feature can be used to analyze authors' research fields and their relevance in the community, which is presented as the occurrence times of author domain words in each community:
Where, a c denotes one author in community c.
(2) Distribution of paper keywords in communities The feature is presented as the occurrence times of paper keywords in each community: 
CIntra_Citation(c)
Where, |P c | denotes the number of papers in community c and set P c→c denotes the collection of papers that have citation relations within community c. Based on this feature, the correlations between the papers within the heterogeneous communities can be analyzed. Combining the inter-community citation intensity and the publication time distribution of two communities, we can determine whether there is an evolutionary relationship between the communities. If the overall distribution of the publishing time in community A is later than that of community B and CIntra_Citation(A, B) is obviously larger than CInter_Citation(B, A), then community A is likely evolved from community B. That is, there is a strong evolutionary relations between communities A and B.
(7) Intra-community co-author intensity This feature can be applied to reflect the correlation strength between the authors within heterogeneous communities, which is measured according to the co-authorships between the authors within the heterogeneous communities.
CIntra_Coauthor(c)
Where, |A c | denotes the number of authors in community c, set A c→c denotes the collection of authors that have co-authorships within community c.
(8) Inter-community co-author intensity This feature is measured according to the co-authorships between two heterogeneous communities. Tables 3 and 4 show the citation strengths and co-author strengths of paper-centric and author-centric communities respectively. In Table 3 , the average intra-community citation strength of paper-centric communities is significantly higher than that of author-centric communities, whereas the intercommunity citation strength of paper-centric communities is lower than that of author centric communities. In Table 4 , the average intra-community co-author strength of papercentric communities is lower than that of author-centric communities, whereas the inter-community co-author strength of paper-centric communities is higher than that of authorcentric communities.
CInter_Coauthor(A, B)
2) COMMUNITY FEATURES WITH DIFFERENT CENTRAL NODES
The above results show that in paper-centric communities, the behaviors of paper entities (citation relations) are predominant, while in author-centric communities, the behaviors of author entities (co-authorships) are predominant. Therefore, the features of paper-centric communities and author-centric communities are further analyzed through citation graphs and co-author graphs. Fig. 15 gives a citation graph of the top-100 paper-centric communities in the number of papers. In which, the node number denotes the community number, the font size of the node number reflects the number of the papers included in the community, and the thickness of the edges between the nodes reflects the citation strength between communities. The three larger communities Com_61479, Com_62485, and Com_28310 in Fig. 15 are selected for further analysis. Fig. 16 shows the distribution and citation relations of the papers in these three paper-centric communities. It can be seen that, the connections between the papers within the paper-centric communities are tighter while the connections between different communities are very sparse. Fig. 17 and Table 5 show the distribution of the publication time and the list of the published journals/conferences of the papers in the three paper-centric communities. From Fig. 17 , we can see that the publication times of Com_62485 are later than those of Com_28310 and Com_61479. It may be that the research directions of the papers in Com_62485 are newer than those of the other two communities, or it may be that there was a new breakthrough in the research direction and which led to more research. As can be seen from Table 5 , the journals/conferences where the papers in Com_61479 and Com_28310 published are mostly the same, but the journals/conferences where the papers in these two communities published and the journals/ conferences where the papers in Com_62485 published barely overlap. Combining the results in Fig. 15 , we can see that there is an edge between Com_61479 and Com_28310, but there is no edge between the two communities and Com_62485, which indicates that if there are more citations between the papers within two communities, then their research direction may be more relevant and therefore they may be published in the same journals/conferences.
a: FEATURES OF PAPER-CENTRIC COMMUNITIES
Next, we analyze the two pairs of communities with strong citation relations in Fig.15 , which are Com_61479 and Com_33820, and Com_3790 and Com_73809. Table 6 shows the top-10 domain words and their occurrence times within the two pairs of communities. It can be seen that, there are many repetitions of the top-10 domain words in these two pairs of communities, which means that the paper-centric community pairs with strong citation relations also have large author relevance, and the paper-centric community can absorb the authors with close relations into different communities. However, due to the coarser granularity of author domain words, the community pairs cannot be well distinguished utilizing the distribution of the domain words. Table 7 shows the top-10 keywords and their occurrence times in the two pairs of communities. As we can see, Com_61479 and Com_33820 are related with machine learning, while Com_3790 and Com_73809 are related with computer vision and image processing, which shows that the research directions between the papers in the papercentric community pairs with strong citation relations are very similar. Fig. 18 shows the co-author graph of the top-100 authorcentric communities in the number of authors. Here, the node numbers in the graph denote the community numbers, their font size reflects the number of authors included in the communities, and the thickness of the edges reflects the co-author strength between the communities. The three larger communities, Com_152903, Com_146574 and Com_19231, are selected for further analysis. time of the papers in these three communities and the list of the journals/conferences where the papers published. It can be seen that, the authors within the three communities are more closely connected, whereas the connections among different communities are very sparse. At the same time, compared with the paper-centric communities, there are many isolated small communities within the author-centric communities. This is because one paper may cite many literatures, and these literatures may also cite many other literatures, but in general one author cannot have co-authorships with many other authors, so the connection strength in author-centric communities is not as strong as that in paper-centric communities.
b: FEATURES OF AUTHOR-CENTRIC COMMUNITIES
In Fig. 20 , the distributions of the publication times of the three author-centric communities are very similar. Compared with the distributions in Fig. 17 , we can see that, because the paper nodes in paper-centric communities are closely related, it is possible that one certain research direction may contain a lot of relevant papers published in a certain period of time. But the relevance of the papers in different communities are less similarity, their research content is different, and the time periods of the papers published in different research directions are also different. However, the authors in author-centric communities are closely related, the connection strength of the papers is less strong, and there may be a large number of papers published in a certain year. So for each author-centric communities, there will be many papers published in the year, leading to the distribution of paper publication time is similar. Table 8 shows the preferred journals/conferences of the authors in author-centric communities. It can be seen that the journals/conferences where the papers in these three communities published are hardly the same. From Fig. 18 , we can see that the three communities may have no edge or the connection strength is very weak, indicating that the co-authorships among the authors in different communities is weak, and the authors' research areas are quite different. So their papers could not be submitted to the same journals/conferences.
Next, we analyze the two pairs of communities with strong citation relations in Fig.18 , which are Com_152903 and Com_131, and Com_5477 and community Com_194. Table 9 shows the top-10 domain words and their occurrence times in these two pairs of author-centric communities. It can be seen that, the distributions of the top-10 domain words are very similar and have a lot of repetitions, indicating that the research areas of the authors in the two communities with strong co-authorships are similar. Similarly, due to the coarse granularity of author domain words, the two authorcentric communities cannot be well distinguished only based on the distribution of domain words. Table 10 shows the top-10 keywords and their occurrence times in the two pairs of author-centric communities. It can be seen that, although the top-10 keywords are also partly duplicated, the ratio is not high, indicating that the papers of the two author-centric communities with close co-author relations have certain similarity, but it is not as high as that in the communities with strong citation relations.
c: SUMMARY OF THE COMMUNITY FEATURES
Comparing the features of paper-centric communities with those of author-centric communities, we can see that, the community size of paper-centric communities is small, the paper keywords and the author domain words in papercentric communities are relatively concentrated in several research fields. Whereas, the community size of authorcentric communities is larger, the paper keywords and those of the author domain words in author-centric communities usually belong to different research fields. This results demonstrate our initial hypothesis: when the paper entities are assigned as the central nodes to detect communities, the communities may contain a group of papers that are strongly related in the content, the main authors in some research fields and the corresponding journals/conferences, meanwhile the research areas of paper-centric communities are concentrated; when the author entities are assigned as the central nodes to detect communities, the communities may contain a group of authors with strong co-authorships, the papers of these authors and the major contribution journals/conferences, meanwhile the research areas of the author-centric communities are scattered.
VI. CONCLUSION
Considering the large-scale and heterogeneous characteristics of heterogeneous information networks, as well as the high complexity and the limitations for general network topology of existing community detection algorithms, we propose an overlapping community detection method based on multiplex network extraction and seed expansion, called Hete_MESE, which can be applied to large-scale heterogeneous information networks with general topology. According to different user requirements, Hete_MESE can select different entity type as the central nodes of the communities, extract the meta-paths to construct a multiplex network, and consider various direct and indirect relations between the network nodes, so that more accurate community divisions can be detected.
Taking heterogeneous academic network as an example, the community detection results are evaluated by two metrics of the overlapping modularity and the Surprise, which prove that Hete_MESE can detect communities from the dimensions of paper entity and author entity, and the effects of community detection are significantly improved. The effects of Hete_MESE are also evaluated utilizing keywords relevance, topic similarity, author relevance, and time complexity, which prove that Hete_MESE achieves better community divisions and lower time complexity. Finally, we analyze the features of paper-centric communities and author-centric communities from the following aspect: the distribution of paper keywords, the distribution of author domain words, the distribution of paper publication time, the distribution of paper published journals/conferences, the citation strength between communities, and the co-author strength between communities. Comparing the features of paper-centric communities with those of author-centric communities, we can see that, the paper-centric communities are small-scale and their research fields are more concentrated, whereas the author-centric communities are large-scale and their research fields are scattered.
We have applied Hete_MESE to detect communities in heterogeneous academic network. However, when building the multiplex network, the selection of meta-paths relies on some existing experience. In our future work, we will apply Hete_MESE to other heterogeneous information networks, and consider utilizing an automatic meta-path extraction method to select the meta-paths, so that the multiplex networks can be automatically extracted according to different community detection requirements, and the multi-dimensional heterogeneous communities can be more conveniently and effectively detected. 
